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SUMMARY: This article, dealing with the poetry of Kunwar Narain, focuses on poems in 
which trees are the central theme or its essential element. In the opening part of the pa-
per, the most significant aspects of Narain’s poetry are emphasized: (1) it is poetry written 
from the perspective of an attentive observer who tries to give evidence of what he sees or 
experiences; (2) it contemplates human life and man’s attitude to values; (3) it immerses 
itself in the past and present but also looks to the future with anxiety and acts as a catalyst 
in the process of understanding reality, one’s social and cultural milieu; (4) it also resounds 
with mythological motifs and references to the Indian and world cultural heritage, allow-
ing us to identify Kunwar Narain as a poet of culture. However, the poet also dialogizes 
with nature that, especially in his later works, becomes more and more prominent – a ful-
ly anthropomorphized protagonist, as e.g. the tree in the poem Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī (My 
Intimate Neighbour). In the main part of the article, which is based on the analysis of ten 
such “tree-poems”, I discuss these poems’ structure as well as different linguistic and sty-
listic devices in the use of trees adopted by the poet that together translate into Kunwar 
Narain’s poetics of trees.

1. Embodying experience: introductory notes

The poetry of Kunwar Narain (Kũvar Nārāyaṇ, b. 1927),1 one of India’s 
outstanding literary figures and a major voice in Hindi, has become – in 
the words of the title of one of his best poems2 – “my intimate neighbour” 
(merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī). This became especially true when I was working 
on a collection of Polish translations of Kunwar Narain’s verse and they 
seemed to me so close and intimate like a tree to the speaker of the poem. 

1 Collections of Kunwar Narain’s poetry include: Cakravyūh (1956), Tīsrā saptak (1959), 
Pariveś: ham-tum (1961), Ātmājayī (1965), Apne sāmne (1979), Koī dūsrā nah� (1993), 
In dinõ (2002), Vājaśravā ke bahāne (2008), and Hāśiye kā gavāh (2009). For more on 
Kunwar Narain’s works and life see e.g. Miśra (2002), esp. vol. 2, and essays by Caturvedī 
(2008a–d).

2 From the collection In dinõ (Nārāyaṇ 2002, pp. 52–53)
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To a certain extent this personal comment draws our attention to the first 
realisation of the most characteristic feature of Narain’s poetic stance. It is 
poetry written from the perspective of an attentive bystander who, though 
per definition, usually is not actively involved in what he sees or experi-
ences, nevertheless always tries to take a stand on the world around him, 
to bear witness to it. And this is equally true not only of the speaker of 
Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī but also of the tree, his intimate neighbour, which he 
is referring to. Such an attitude, noticeable already in Narain’s early poems, 
becomes more and more vocal with the passage of time and the develop-
ment of his artistic world-view. The titles of his two most recent published 
volumes: a collection of poetry Hāśiye kā gavāh (A Marginal Witness3) of 
2009 and a collection of interviews Taṭ par h par taṭasth nah� (On a Bor-
derline but Not On the Sidelines4) of 2010, are the best, most eloquent proof 
of the fact that his poetry is written from the perspective of a thought-
ful observer. Narain’s stance results in a form of poetry that contemplates 
human life and man’s attitude to values, reaching out to the fathomless 
secret of existence – outside all epochs and cultures. It is poetry that im-
merses itself in the past and present and looks to the future with anxiety, 
acting thus as a catalyst in the process of understanding reality, one’s so-
cial as well as cultural milieu.

What’s more, in many poems, mythological motifs and references to 
Indian and world heritage play a prominent role, which is especially true 
in the case of his later collections, i.e. published after Apne sāmne (In 
Front of Us) of 1979. The poet, paving the way for his readers, focuses his 
attention on great works of the Indian past such as the Upanishads, on 
the historic sites of Śrāvastī, Nālandā, Fatehpur Sīkrī, as well as on Kaf-
ka’s Prague. He also dwells on great writers, thinkers, painters and their 
works, such as Amir Khusro, Ibn Batutah, Kabir, Pablo Neruda, Picasso’s 
Guernica, or on important historical figures such as the Roman Emperor 
Nero. Musing over cultural personae, artefacts and phenomena, the poet 
dialogizes with them and engages his audience in this dialogue. In such 

3 Lit. “a witness [signed] in the margins [of a document]”.
4 Lit. “I’m on the bank / shore / edge / at the end [of my way] but not on the sidelines / 

not impartial”.
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a way, tradition intertwines with the present and poetry serves as a tool 
with which the bridge of continuity is built and maintained. This artistic 
strategy allows us to identify Kunwar Narain as a poet of culture in the 
full sense of this term.5

No matter how valid this statement is, it is also true that Kunwar Narain 
frequently and consciously engages in dialogue not only with culture but 
also with nature. Narain’s poetry draws upon his experiences with nature 
and with imagining it. As literary material, the experiences become uni-
versalized in metaphors and transferred to a symbolic dimension. Such an 
attitude has evolved over time and is visibly different in his earlier and in 
his later works. While Narain’s earlier lyrical poems, set in natural scenery, 
tend to lean towards the unearthly and the fantastic, as in Sāgar ke kināre 
(By the Sea) from the collection Cakravyūh (Circular Formation) of 1956, 
in a number of later works a more realistic nature comes to the fore and 
with the passage of time becomes increasingly prominent – the protago-
nist with not only a much more familiar, even ‘domesticated’, countenance 
but also fully anthropomorphized. The title poem of this article – My Inti-
mate Neighbour / Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī – can serve as a very good example 
of such an artistic treatment of nature and the most telling piece among 
those Narain’s works in which trees are ascribed a special role and also 
serve as a tool to make the main metaphor of a poem, as an axis around 
which its imagery revolves. This paper, based on the analysis of ten such 
poems,6 is aimed at discussing different devices that together make up the 
strategy of the use of trees adopted by Kunwar Narain and that can be 
termed the “poetics of trees”.

5 Cf. the way in which it is commonly applied to two great Polish “poets of culture”, viz 
Kamil Cyprian Norwid (1821–1893) and Zbigniew Herbert (1924–1998).

6 These poems are: Ek harā jaṅgal (A Green Forest) and Pūrā jaṅgal (The Whole Forest) 
from the collection Apne sāmne (Nārāyaṇ 1979, pp. 73 and 108 respectively); Bhāṣā kī 
dhvast pāristhitikī mẽ (In the Ravaged Ecology of a Language), Varṣõ isī tarah (For Years 
Like This), Vkṣõ ke śikhar (The Pinnacles of Trees) and Nīm ke phūl (Flowers of Neem) 
from Koī dūsrā nah� (Nārāyaṇ 1993, pp. 41, 122, 130 and 154); Phir ek peṛ (Again a Tree), 
Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī (My Intimate Neighbour), Ek vkṣ kī hatyā (The Killing of a Tree) 
and Maddhim ujāle mẽ (In the Hazy Light) from In dinõ (Nārāyaṇ 2002, pp. 49, 52, 54–
55 and 58).
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It should be noted here that the idea of Kunwar Narain’s poetics of trees 
owes a great deal to the structuring of an English translation of his poems 
by Apurva Narain (Narain 2008), published with Hindi originals, where 
eleven7 poems have been grouped into one chapter entitled Trees. Such an 
arrangement seems to indicate clearly that trees are an important motif in 
Kunwar Narain’s poetry and an interesting theme awaiting further analysis.

2. Structuring the world of trees

The poems under discussion are in free verse, though they observe a con-
vention concerning the poetic line and generally individual verses of dif-
ferent length are built up into stanzas of a more or less regular structure 
within a single poem. Stanzas form relatively self-contained units of po-
etic discourse that support each other and build into an indivisible whole. 
One feature linking all the poems under discussion is trees – as single 
plants or as a whole forest – as their central object or its essential element 
and in most cases, i.e. in six out of ten poems (Ek vkṣ kī hatyā, Phir ek 
peṛ, Vkṣõ ke śikhar, Nīm ke phūl, Ek harā jaṅgal, Pūrā jaṅgal), trees also 
figure in their titles. It may be added here that Narain’s poems common-
ly have titles, though this does not necessarily mean that they evoke the 
central theme of a poem in any specific way and this also applies to the 
poems under analysis.

In the body of the poems themselves, trees may appear as single speci-
mens, usually of unnamed species, such as in Phir ek peṛ, which simply 
refers to “a tree”, or in Ek vkṣ kī hatyā, which speaks of

the old tree that always stood to attention,
like a guard, at the door to my house. (Narain 2008, p. 159)8

Another example would be the expressive opening lines of the poem Merā 
ghaniṣṭh paṛosī, which clearly seem to indicate that the name of the tree 

7 One of those poems – Dīvārõ par caṛhte phūl (Flowers on a Wall) – has been left out of 
the present analysis.

8 vah būṛhā caukīdār vkṣ / jo hameśā miltā thā ghar ke darvāze par taināt. English trans-
lations of the poems quoted in this paper are by Apurva Narain (Narain 2008).
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does not matter, even though, or maybe because (?), it has become an in-
timate neighbour of the lyrical I:

My intimate neighbour is
an old tree

Who knows what its name is, what is its family? (Narain 2008, p. 155)9

Trees are also spoken of in general with the use of plural forms, as e.g. in 
the refrain-like line of Vkṣõ ke śikhar “the pinnacles of tress” (vkṣõ ke 
śikhar), recurring at the end of each of the poem’s four stanzas. Or else 
trees may be referred to as a forest / jungle, as in Ek harā jaṅgal and Pūrā 
jaṅgal, or in Ek vkṣ kī hatyā where it is said that in the same way as the 
house has to be protected from thieves, the city from oppressive looters, 
and the nation from its enemies, so jungles have to be saved from becom-
ing deserts and people from becoming jungles.10

All the poems form a kind of snapshot that is developed by the speak-
er, who sometimes can be equated with the author (e.g. Merā ghaniṣṭh 
paṛosī, Nīm ke phūl or Ek vkṣ kī hatyā). They seem to be closely linked 
to a more or less specific time: in the majority of cases, this is the lyrical 
past and present, sometimes intertwining, as well as to a specific place that 
often refers to home and its surroundings. But in fact, they reach much 
further and deeper, well beyond their time and place setting. For example, 
at first glance the poem Nīm ke phūl may seem to have no other purpose 
than to record the poet’s early memories, firstly of his house being filled 
with “a bitter-sweet medicinal smell” (kaṛvī-mīṭhī auṣadhīy gandh) when 
a neem tree growing in the courtyard used to come into flower, secondly 
of those flowers being entangled in his mother’s hair, thirdly of “a bristly 
yet affable earthen fragrance, like grandpa’s nature” (ek tīkhī par mitr-sī 
sõdhī xuśbū, jaise bābā kā svabhāv), and fourthly of “a childhood playing 
with neem buds” (nibauliyõ se kheltā ek bacpan). However, the last, fifth 
stanza – that can be seen as the climax of the poem – introduces into 

9 merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī hai / ek purānā peṛ / – na jāne kyā to hai uskā nām, kyā uskī jāt.
10 ghar ko bacānā hai luṭerõ se / śahar ko bacānā hai nādirõ se / deś ko bacānā hai deś ke 

duśmanõ se / (…) bacānā hai – jaṅgal ko maruthal ho jāne se, / bacānā hai – manuṣya 
ko jaṅgal ho jāne se.
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this gentle and nostalgic image an element of the tragic and painful. It is 
a memory of the father’s death, when “hesitant flowers blankly fall (…) 
on father’s shroud placed below the neem” (nīm ke nīce rakhe / pitā ke 
pārthīv śarīr par / sakucāte phulõ kā vah vītrāg jharnā). These tiny flow-
ers falling on his father’s mortal remains as if from mother’s hair are said 
to be not like tears but like consolation.11 Such an ending, which at first 
sight may seem as an antithesis of the preceding pleasing scenes, in fact 
unfolds what has already been expressed earlier in the third stanza, where 
the poet builds an image of neem flowers that, after having blossomed, 
somewhat unexpectedly (“I never saw them wilting”12) drop off the tree. 
This is a scene in which there was “something serene and dignified” (śālīn 
aur garimāmay) and “which was neither joy nor remorse” (jo na harṣ thā 
/ na viṣād). It emanates a contemplative mood in which falling flowers 
remind the reader of the general law of the natural order of things that 
cannot be escaped or reversed, like the death of the father, though it may 
happen that one has not seen him wilting…

The question of the natural order of things, which is in fact a process 
leading both towards death and life, is also addressed in other poems. For 
example, in Maddhim ujāle mẽ an anthropomorphized tree, described as 

“an incomplete creation”,13 “returns to earth again and again”,14 while in 
Phir ek peṛ the wheel of existence comes full circle from a tree to a splin-
ter, and again to a tree and a forest:

where now there is peace
sprouts a bud

again a tree
again a forest
again a dream
from the same splinter. (Narain 2008, p. 161)15

11 nanhe-nanhe phūl jo sū nah� / sāntvanā lagte haĩ.
12 unhẽ kumhlāte kabhī nah� dekhā.
13 ek adhūrī racnā.
14 lauṭtī hai pthvī par bār-bār.
15 jah ab śāntī hai / ug rahā hai ek aṅkur / phir ek peṛ / phir ek jaṅgal / phir ek svapn / usī 

phk se.
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The general law of the cyclical nature of (life)time is interestingly addressed 
in the poem Varṣõ isī tarah, where a tree is visualized as harmonizing with 
the seasons:

For years like this,
tireless in lilt and doom,
its maniac refrain
to somehow not let the life-song break
till its last breath shall wane. (Narain 2008, p. 177)16

The theme of the passage of time, addressed from a different point of view, 
can also be found in the poem Ek vkṣ kī hatyā which opens with the fol-
lowing lines:

This time, he was not there –
the old tree that always stood to attention
like a guard at the door to my house (Narain 2008, p. 159)17

that unfold into a serene scene describing this fully personified guard-
ian tree:

His worn leathery trunk,
weather-beaten life
wrinkled rough upright shabby,
branch like a rifle,
hat of leafy flowers,
rugged boots on feet
creaking coarse courage.

In sun in rain
in heat in cold
untiringly alert
in khaki fatigues. (Narain 2008, p. 159)18

16 varṣõ isī tarah / athak lay vilay mẽ / antim ss tak jīvan-rāg ko / kisī tarah na ṭūṭne dene 
ko / uskī pāgal dhun!

17 abkī ghar lauṭā to dekhā vah nah� thā – / vah būṛhā caukīdār vkṣ / jo hameśā miltā thā 
ghar ke darvāze par taināt.

18 purāne camṛe kā banā uska śarīr / vahī saxt jān / jhurriyõdār xurdurā tanā mailākucailā, 
/ rāifil-sī ek sūkhī ḍāl, / ek pagṛī phūl-pattīdār / pvõ mẽ phaṭāpurānā jūtā / carmarātā 
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Such a sedate image with the sentinel of a tree protecting from theft, dam-
age, or attack, in fact serves the poet as a stepping stone for taking up is-
sues of a much more universal and timeless character than an old tree 
by the door of anyone’s house that has been cut down. It evolves into an 
ecological appeal, calling for the protection of rivers, air and food, culmi-
nating in the already quoted lines with an appeal to protect jungles from 
becoming deserts and people from becoming jungles.19 Interestingly, the 
metaphor featuring in these lines is a seemingly unexpected antithesis in 
the context of the poetry being analysed – the juxtaposition of culture and 
nature. People who have become jungles connote something that is decid-
edly negative and has to be avoided. But what do these jungles stand for? 
Do they mean just a mass of trees? Is this a wild space of uncontrollable 
growth, as one would be prone to think of jungles or forests? Or is it an 
empty, lifeless space – the desert of the preceding line, in which no (nor-
mal) existence of any kind is possible? Or both?

Ecological concerns also form the central theme of Bhāṣā kī dhvast 
pāristhitikī mẽ which is evoked as early as from the poem’s title itself and 
directs the reader’s attention not to a tree (absent from the title) but to 
ecology and a language that functions as its nominal attribute. As it soon 
turns out, the structure of the poem is founded on the parallel between 
a tree and a language. The two first stanzas20 evoke the image of an arti-
ficial, man-made nature:

Rubber birds
Nylon flowers
Plastic trees (Narain 2008, p. 163),21

lekin akkhaṛ bal būtā // dhūp mẽ bāriś mẽ / garmī mẽ sardī mẽ / hameśā caukannā / 
apnī xākī vardī mẽ.

19 bacānā hai – / nadiyõ ko nālā ho jāne se / havā ko dhu ho jāne se / khāne ko zahar ho 
jāne se : / bacānā hai – jaṅgal ko maruthal ho jāne se, / bacānā hai – manuṣya ko jaṅgal 
ho jāne se.

20 In this analysis, I refer to the number of stanzas in the Hindi original, which is six. Its 
English translation consists of seven stanzas, though the overall number of lines in both 
the original and the translation is the same (twenty-five). Cf. Narain 2008, pp. 162–163.

21 plāsṭik ke peṛ / nāilan ke phūl / rabar kī ciṛiy. Please note the order of lines, different in 
the original and the translation.
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and half-forgotten, or half-remembered (!), tunes of folk melodies (bhūle 
bisre lokgītõ kī … laṛiy). All this serves as a background to the image 
created in the third stanza, relying on a reflection on the process of the 
drying out of a tree that begins from its flowers and leaves. A language 
endowed with the qualities of a tree comes onto the scene in the fourth 
stanza, which is a fine example of an extended metaphor that continues 
to the very end of the poem.

And finally the title poem of this paper – Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī – an ex-
ample of Narain’s most sublime craftsmanship, with its speaker who can 
be equated with the poet and its central object – the already mentioned 
poet’s “neighbour”: an old tree. They are both very close indeed.

A deep friendship has grown between us
so much that when the wind sweeps
he seems to take my name
and call me,
when the dawning sun wakes him
he gets up coughing like granddad
and wakes me too. (Narain 2008, p. 155)22

They talk for hours of this and that, like good old friends, though each 
in his own language, as, according to the tree, “language does not make 
a difference” (bhāṣā se koī fark nah� paṛtā). What unfolds in the middle 
of the poem and towards its end is the fact that they are exposed to the 
same natural cycle of recurring seasons:

winter summer rainfall come to us in the same way,
the gloom of fall
the bloom of spring

so many times have we celebrated
together, like our birthdays. (Narain, p. 155)23

22 merī usse gaṛhī dostī ho gaī hai / itnī ki jab havā caltī / to lagtā vah merā nām lekar / mu-
jhe bulā rahā, / subah kī dhūp jab use jagātī / vah bābā kī tarah kharkharāte hue uṭhtā / 
aur mujhe bhī jagā detā.

23 jāṛā garmī barsāt use bhī usī tarah bhāste jaise mujhe, / patjhar kī udāsī / vasant kā ullās 
/ kitnī hī bār hamne sāth manāyā hai / ek dūsre ke janmadin kī tarah.
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In the penultimate two-line stanza, the tree’s arms of branches are said to 
be a shelter for birds, so they are always present there and we learn from 
the last stanza that they also come to the poet’s house.

Occasionally, when presuming it their own,
they come to my house

and stay put as his guests,
it feels my home is but a bird’s nest,
and my belongings

a fleeting season’s bequest. (Narain 2008, p. 157)24

The last image provokes a question: What is what? Where are the bor-
ders? Are there any borders? This unity of culture (a house – an element 
of a man-made environment) and nature (birds) brings to mind, from 
a somewhat different perspective, oft-quoted lines from E. M. Forster’s 
A Passage to India: “…no Indian animal has any sense of an interior. Bats, 
rats, birds, insects will soon nest inside a house as outside; it is to them 
a normal growth of the eternal jungle, which alternately produces houses 
trees, houses trees” (Forster 2010, p. 35). But above all, such imagery of the 
world testifies to Narain’s non-anthropocentric humanism (cf. Iovino 2010).

3. Style and imagery

It can be said that in general the analyzed poems do not diverge stylis-
tically from Narain’s other poems dealing with different subject matters. 
Seemingly simple and unadorned diction and sentence structure are a re-
sult of an extremely scrupulous process of artistic selection that leads to 
refined sophistication.

As far as the lexis is concerned, the natural Hindi – tadbhava – vocabu-
lary (henceforth marked as H.) predominates, though Perso-Arabic (P. and 
A., respectively), as well as – yet to a much lesser extent – English (E.), 
loanwords are not infrequent, and tatsama words (S.) also occur. In this 

24 kabhī-kabhī jab apnā hī ghar samajhkar / mere ghar mẽ ākar ṭhahar jāte haĩ / uske mehmān, 
/ to lagtā ciṛiyõ kā ghõslā hai merā makān, / aur ek bhāgtī tu bhar kī sajāvaṭ hai merā 
sāmān.
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context, it may be noted that the keyword of this analysis, i.e. the noun 
“tree”, appears in the form of two synonymous lexemes: peṛ (H.), which 
is the word of first choice, and vkṣ (S.), which appears in a higher reg-
ister characteristic of lines in contemplative mood and of deliberations 
of a more philosophical, existential character – and they are never both 
used in the same context. Symptomatically, their synonym of Persian ori-
gin, the noun daraxt, does not appear in the analyzed poems at all. The 
other keyword of this study, the noun “forest”, is jaṅgal (H.). And once, 
in Maddhim ujāle mẽ, the noun āraṇyak (S.) – translated by A. Narain as 
‘the woods’ (Narain 2008, p. 151) – is also used. Its meaning, referring to 
a wild region (probably, but not necessarily, covered with trees), evokes 
the image not just of a wilderness but of the wilderness of the class of texts 
in Indian tradition – of the Āraṇyakas. Studied in the forest, away from 
human settlements and throwing light on the secret of the Vedic ritual, 
they helped one to muse upon the wonder of creation and existence, to 
understand the ultimate reality (cf. Olivelle 2014). The not so distant echo 
of this tradition can be heard in the stanza opening with the line featur-
ing the noun āraṇyak:

The woods whose second part this is,
had no flower in their first part
nor any discourse on it

Just a question
that a seed in which is set
the lineage of a whole tree –
how is it that after coursing through
the many branches and sub-branches,
genres and sub-genres, loops and sub-loops,
sequence and starts, of its development
and reaching its highest zenith

there is still saved
an unassuming beauty. (Narain 2008, p. 151)25

25 yah jis āraṇyak kā dūsrā hissā hai / uske pahle hisse mẽ phūl nah� thā / na uspar koī vimarś 
/ keval ek praśn thā / ki jis bīj mẽ nirbaddh hai / pūre vkṣ kī vaṁśāvalī / uske vikās kī 
tamām śākhāõ praśākhāõ, jātiyõ prajātiyõ, cakrõ kucakrõ, kramõ upakramõ se / hote hue 
kaise uske sarvocc śikhar tak pahũc kar / bacī rah pātī hai / ek vinamr sundartā.
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The poem Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī is a fine specimen of Kunwar Narain’s dic-
tion. In its forty lines, tadbhava words (H.) decidedly outweigh lexemes of 
a different origin but fifteen words of Perso-Arabic origin (including one 
hybrid),26 a smaller number (nine) of Sanskrit tatsamas27 as well as one 
English loanword28 are also used. Each of these words is finely tuned with 
the idea or the image and the mood of given lines, the adjacent vocabu-
lary, its stylistic register, sound value and all the constitutive elements of 
a poem (see the examples above). The overall result, not only in this poem, 
is a piece of exquisite craftsmanship concerned with the minutest detail.

The syntax of the analyzed poems is relatively simple and regular with 
occasional inversions in word order, particularly in the case of the sub-
ject and the object (with their complements) that occasionally succeed the 
verb instead of preceding it, something which is especially visible in the 
opening lines, e.g.:

kabhī-kabhī ek phūl ke khilte hī
us par mugdh ho jātā hai pūrā jaṅgal (Nārāyaṇ 1989, p. 108);29

band kar lẽ
band varṣõ kī or khultī huī khiṛkiy (Nārāyaṇ 1994, p. 130);30

merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī hai
ek purāṇā peṛ (Nārāyaṇ 2002, p. 52).31

As can be seen in the quoted examples, the inversion serves the purpose 
of emphasis. The unusual word order – with the noun at the very end of 
a sentence / clause – represents a natural way of drawing the reader’s at-
tention to a constituent element of an image. It can be noted here that 

26 hameśā (P.), tarah (A.), dostī (P.), havā (A.), subah (A.), aksar (A.), lekin (A. → P.), fark 
(A.), garmī (P.), baġal (P.), har (P.), mehmān (P.), makān (A.), becain (p. be + H.), sāmān 
(P.). Some of them are used more than once; their order is according to the Hindi origi-
nal.

27 ghaniṣṭh, nikaṭ, nirīh, bhāṣā, vasant, ullās, janma(din), dhyān, tu.
28 varāṇḍā (with a prolonged medial -ā-, representing the influence of the Portuguese 

barāmdā).
29 Sometimes, when a flower blooms / the whole jungle dotes on it; Narain 2008, p. 151.
30 Close up / the windows that open up to closed years; Narain 2008, p. 167.
31 For the translation of these lines see above (p. 4; plus note 9).
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a similar purpose is also served by the device of enjambement that occurs 
e.g. in the poem Pūrā jaṅgal:

ãdhere ko kāṭtī ūski khõ kī lau
chāyā hai? (…) (Nārāyaṇ 1989, p. 108)

peṛõ jhurmuṭõ mẽ bahtī
havā. (…) (Nārāyaṇ 1989, p. 108)

In many of the lines quoted in this paper (see esp. quotations from Ek 
vkṣ kī hatyā), the metaphorical association of trees and human beings (cf. 
Capps 2011, p. 437), realized by means of anthropomorphism and personi-
fication, is apparent. Thus, the tree of Merā ghaniṣṭh paṛosī, visualized as 
having arms and a forehead, not only can speak but even talks for hours. 
Awakened by the morning sun, it coughs and at times keeps looking lov-
ingly, in a cow-like manner (gaū-sā), at the speaker with its meek eyes. It 
can also respond empathically to the mood of the speaker who contem-
plates this in the following manner:

Whenever I sit down tired
beside him

day or night
he listens attentively to what I say,

says nothing himself
only gives to my restless nights a new dawn. (Narain 2008, p. 157)32

The valiant trees (puruṣārthī vkṣ) of Vkṣõ ke śikhar: “dole out blessings, / 
their magnanimous arms swinging in the wind…” (Narain 2008, p. 177),33 
and their pinnacles kiss the skies. A jungle of Maddhim ujāle mẽ has a body 
and mind, gets infatuated, walks, talks but can also become speechless.

Interestingly, while a single tree is a person(alized) partner, a forest tends 
to be ambivalent, not only calm, clement and dazzling but also disturbing 
and dreadful as in Pūrā jaṅgal (Narain 2008, p. 175). It can be difficult to 

32 jab bhī baiṭh jātā h thakkar / uske baġal mẽ / cāhe din ho cāhe rāt / vah dhyān se suntā 
hai merī bātõ ko, / kahtā kuch nah� / bas, ek nayā saverā detā hai merī becain rātõ ko.

33 āśīrvād luṭāte vkṣõ kī / auḍhar bāhẽ haĩ havā mẽ jhūltī…
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control as well – but not impossible as the poem’s ending proves – like in 
a beautiful love poem, Ek harā jaṅgal. In the veins of its speaker’s belov-
ed, a blazing green forest, serving as a vehicle for youth brimming with 
sensuality, sets on fire the cal of her sāṛī.34 These meanings of the forest 
merge with the aforementioned opposition of culture / social life versus 
nature and trees, enhancing its semantic value and broadening the scope 
of its interpretation.

As previously stated, a strong metaphorical association of trees and hu-
man beings, their existence and the world of their ideas as well as their 
concerns, is the main force structuring the imagery prevalent in Narain’s 

“tree poems” (cf. Andersson 1993).

4. Conclusions: Narain’s poetics of trees

Summing up the foregoing analysis, it is worth noting that trees, however, 
should not simply be viewed as a metaphorical resource in the poetry of 
Kunwar Narain, or – to state it in a slightly different manner – as merely 
a resort of the poetic imagination (Galvany 2009, p. 72; cf. also Garner 
2004, p. 84). They are not only the structural element of the analyzed po-
ems around which their main theme revolves but, something that is espe-
cially significant, they also mediate or translate different levels and dimen-
sions of existence, de facto playing in Narain’s poems the role of constant 
actants35 (cf. Huggan, Tiffin 2010, p. 190). Thanks to this, the metaphor 
of a tree in his poetry “suffuses daily life in its totality, profoundly deter-
mining thought and action” (Galvany 2009, p. 72) and results in a non-
anthropocentric paradigm of life. At the same time, thanks to trees, which 
are visible and knowable, Narain’s audience can cross the border of what is 
invisible and unknowable, and eventually can grasp and digest the secrets 
of existence. Finally, Narain’s non-anthropocentric humanism, by means 
of his poetics of trees, culminates in the poetics of ecology.

34 ek harā jaṅgal dhamāniyõ mẽ jaltā hai. / tumhāre cal mẽ āg…
35 In the basic meaning of the “actant” of the actantial model of Algirdas Julien Greimas 

(see esp. Greimas 1987 and Prince 2003, pp. 1–3). Cf. also its role in the actor-network-
theory (e.g. Callon 2001, Law and Hassard 1999).
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